This paper introduces a kind of diagnosis principle and learning algorithm of steam turbine fault diagnosis which based on Elman neural network. Comparing the results of the Elman neural network and the traditional BP neural network diagnosis, the results shows that Elman neural network is an effective way to improve the learning speed , effectively suppress the minimum defects that the traditional neural network easily trapped in, and shorten the autonomous learning time. All these proves that the Elman neural network is an effective way to diagnose the steam turbine.
Foreword
The fault of steam turbine is a complicated system which is nonl near and multivariable identification. If using traditional mathematical model to diagnose its fault, because traditional mathematical model can only reflect linear law of steam turbine's fault. When the construction of system is unknown and nonlinear, the accuracy rate of diagnosing by traditional athematical model is low, which may lead to misdiagnose. As for the complicated relation between the sign and type of steam turbine fault, Elman neural network provide a new way to deal with steam turbine's fault. This paper discusses the method of diagnosing steam turbine's fault based on Elman neural network and BP neural network.. And proved the training and result of these two neural network by doing simulation example, which result in compared with BP neural network, if using Elman neural network , it will be easier to change structural parameter, take shorter training time and have reliable performance, which is better than BP neural network to apply to diagnosing fault.
BP Neural Network Structure and Training
Due to steam turbine's generator set has a complicated construction system, multiple failure mode and many sign of fault signature. We can diagnose the fault of steam turbine's generator set by analyzing these sign of fault signature, and by means of formerly experience, more than 90% of all kinds of fault of steam turbine can be found by diagnosing vibration fault of steam turbine. This paper refers to the related research, making ten regular fault as analysis object. The form 1 provides frequency spectrum's value distribution of fault signature on 0.01/0.39f、0.40/0.49f、0.5f、0.51/0.99f、f、2f、3/5f、 odd times f and more than 5f, which were given after normalization all ten regular fault information. We want to make it as a training sample for the method of diagnosing neural network model's fault. Using the data of Table 1 as input sample and Table 2 as output sample to have training. This paper takes 3 layer BP neural network model which has 9 input layer neuron numbers: x1, x2,x3,…,x9, Inputting the vibration fault information after pretreatment. The number of neurons in the output layer is 10, they are Rotor unbalance(F1), Aerodynamic coupling(F2),shaft misalignment(F3), oil whirl(F4), Rotor adia lub(F4),Symbiotic Loosening(F6), Thrust bearing damage(F7),surge (F8), Bearing pedestal looseness (F9),Range bearing stiffness (F10). According to 1 2 m n n     and the adjustment after practical training, The number of hidden layer neurons is 12, Training error is 0.01, learning rate is 0.2, excitation function of hidden layer neuron is S function, The excitation function of the output layer neuronsis purelin function that is linear function, the function of training is TRAINSCG, but the disadvantage of it is when the training is misconvergence, it will stop training, and takes less time than other algorithm. n order to explain the application of BP neural network in the fault diagnosis of steam turbine is reasonable, 
Elman Neural Network Model Structure and Algorithm
Elman neural network is a kind of feedback neural networks, which has better nonlinear fitting ability than ratio of forward neural network. Elman neural network introduced the following layer on the basis of BP neural network. As the network storage unit, it is used to store last output function. The structure of Elman neural network consisted of input layer, hidden layer, undertake layer and output layer. Compared with BP neural network, On the one hand Elman neural network's hidden layer output is delivered to the output layer neurons, on the other, transferred to undertake layer neurons to storage, during the next output in the hidden layer neurons prior to joining a hidden layer output effect. As a result of following the joining layer, Elman neural network Improve the overall stability compared these two neural network. On the other hand, Elman neural network learning algorithm based on the improved BP algorithm, that is adaptive learning rate momentum gradient descent backpropagation algorithm. Due to it adopt this kind of algorithm, when training on the same training sample, it has better astringency than BP neural network and can also avoid network training being into local minimum .
The Elman Neural Network Structure and Training
Using the same network settings in BP neural network model, taking the data of form 1 and 2 as sample to have a training on Elman neural network. Similarly, making turbine vibration fault data of document 3 and 4 as the Elman neural network calibration sample, On this data set by the establishment of the BP neural network model for fault diagnosis we can get the output layer of the network output as shown in form Table 3 . Compared the result we can find that two fault diagnosis methods are equally effective in Steam turbine fault diagnosis. Elman neural network training error curve as shown in Figure  2 . Compared Figures 1 and 2 , we can see the training curve of Elman neural network model is more smooth than BP neural network. And training time is greatly reduced, reduced from 82 to 41, significantly speeding up the convergence rate .
Conclusion
This paper uses Elman neural network learning algorithm to diagnose fault of steam turbine, compared with BP neural network, which enhance the training speed and the stability of the whole system. Through the examples of simulation validated the training and result of these two neural network, also proved that Elman neural network can achieve the anticipated target on recognizing typical type fault of Steam turbine, overcome static feedforward neural network convergence and the disadvantage of easily to fall into local minimum.
